
EXTRA-CREDIT PROBLEM SET 
ECONOMICS 402, INCOME AND EMPLOYMENT THEORY 

SPRING 2009, MR. VAUGHAN 
 
This problem set is due by 5 pm, Wednesday April 29th.  Papers will be marked unsatisfactory, 
satisfactory, or excellent.  Satisfactory = Two 100% quiz grades.  Excellent = Four 100% grades.  An 
excellent paper is clear, concise, complete, and correct.  “Clear” means easy-to-read (i.e., well written, 
typed/neatly printed, carefully drawn/labeled graphs, etc.).  “Concise” means straight-to-the-point.  
“Complete” means no key points missing.  You may analyze/discuss in groups, but submissions must be 
in your own words.  
 
1. Suppose the money supply declines discretely (i.e., a one-time decrease).  For each of the models 

below, trace the short-run impact (using words or graphs) on the price level, labor input (total 
employment/hours), real wages, and average product of labor.  
a. Baseline equilibrium model (money supply curve is vertical)  
b. Misperception model  
c. Sticky-wage Keynesian model 
d. Sticky-price Keynesian model 

For (b), (c), and (d), what happens in the long run to all variables?  What does it mean for money to 
be neutral?  Comment on the short-run and long-run neutrality of money in these models.  Identify the 
specific friction responsible for any non-neutralities and provide a microeconomic rationale.   

2. Barro, page 413, #4.  Use a production-possibilities curve (with capital good and consumers goods on 
the axes) to analyze the short-run impact of the increase in saving on efficiency and welfare in New 
Keynesian and equilibrium models.  (Note: “New Keynesian” here means sticky-price model.) 

3. Suppose the government permanently increases its purchases of goods, other things equal.  Assume 
the central bank fixes the money supply.  In addition, use the Barro assumptions from chapter 12.  
(State those assumptions as part of your answer.) 
a. Using the equilibrium model, trace the impact (words or graphs) on disposable income, 

consumption, gross investment, real output, real rental price of capital, capacity utilization, real 
interest rate, real wage, labor input, and the price level.   

b. Illustrate the impact of the permanent increase in government purchases using conventional 
aggregate demand/aggregate supply curves (in “P”–“Y” space).  Is any consumption or investment 
“crowded out?” 

c. How would all results differ if the increase in purchases were temporary?  Compare “crowding 
out” when the increase in purchases is permanent and temporary.   

d. Suppose services provided by government purchases increase the productivity of labor and capital 
(like a positive technology shock).  For example, the government builds roads that significantly 
reduce transportation costs (and cannot be built by the private sector).  What happens to real 
output?  A “multiplier effect” occurs when an increase in government purchases produces an 
increase in real output.  Compare the multiplier effect of an increase in government purchases 
when the resulting services raise productivity (case d) and do not raise productivity (case a).   

4. Suppose the government increases the marginal tax rate on labor income, other things equal.  Assume 
the central bank fixes the money supply, and the other Barro assumptions from chapter 13 hold.  
(State those assumptions as part of your answer.) 
a. Using the equilibrium model, trace the impact (words or graphs) on real wages, labor input, real 

rental price of capital, capacity utilization, real output, and the price level.   



b. Illustrate the impact of an increase in the marginal tax rate on labor income using conventional 
aggregate demand/aggregate supply curves (in “P”–“Y” space).   

5. Barro, p. 368, #3.   

6. In class, I said I wanted you at semester end to be able to provide a coherent answer to this question: 
“Do you think aggregate-demand stimulus (i.e., expansionary monetary/fiscal policy) is an 
appropriate response to the current recession?”   
a. What role does the choice of model play in your answer (equilibrium vs. New Keynesian)? 
b. What role does the effectiveness of policy tools play in your answer?  Hint: Include discussion of 

politics, lags, tool effectiveness/precision, and time inconsistency.  If you find Barro’s discussion 
of time inconsistency dense (pp. 383-86), try this short article I wrote with a former student:  

http://stlouisfed.org/publications/re/2003/a/pages/rules.html 

c. Would equilibrium economists tend to favor rules or discretion?  Explain.   

7. What are the key stylized facts about economic growth a good model should be able to explain?  How 
well does the Solow Growth Model explain these facts?  Be specific.   

8. Suppose President Obama appointed you “Economic Growth Czar.”  Compile a list of specific 
policies you would recommend and provide supporting explanations.  Start by making the generic list 
of pro-growth policies discussed in class/Barro U.S. specific.   
EXAMPLE: Countries with low inflation rates tend to grow faster, other things equal (Barro, p. 98).  
So you should explain why low inflation promotes growth, include a specific monetary-policy 
recommendation, and justify that policy recommendation.  You might say something like: 
• Evidence suggests the variance of inflation rises with the level, other things equal.  
• Higher inflation will, therefore, make it harder to infer changes in relative prices from changes in 

nominal prices.  
• The resulting misperception will lead to consumption and production mistakes, thereby reducing 

efficiency and growth. 
• Inflation is caused by excessive monetary growth.  
• So when Chairman Bernanke steps down, you (President Obama) should appoint a successor 

committed to a strict rule allowing high-powered money to grow by no more than 3 percent per 
year.  This will keep inflation in check because, as Friedman and Schwartz note (p. 684), over the 
long run, money-stock growth is driven primarily by high-powered money.  (Aside: The average 
monthly growth in the monetary base, on an annualized basis, from February 1959 to February 
2007 was 6.5 percent – over twice the 3 percent recommendation.) 
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